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September 23, 1961;

Every campus needs a voice. The free exchange of ideas is a university
tradition "which should be respected if education is to mean more to us than
textbooks and lecture halls.
This new publication of student opinion and news hopes to fill the conspic
uous gap "which exists between such Assumption journalistic activities as the
Phoenix, our college literary magagine, and the Individualist, the world affairs
publication of the International Relations Club. Basically, we hope the Provocateur
will serve as an opinion forum for the student body. It will not be an open
invitation to criticism for the sake of criticism. We vail be looking rather for
constructive views on areas that touch the world, of the student.
It is not by chance that this first modest issue is directed exclusively to
the class of 1968. On the following few pages are articles which we hope tall
help you lay the ground work for a successful college career. In return we are
asking the freshmen class for its full support in this new project. A meeting vail
be held on Thursday, September 2l|, at 6:30 FM in the lounge of the New Dormitory.
Any resident or non-resident student, who is seriously interested in helping with
publication of the Provocateur, is urged to attend.
The Editor
ON SOCIAL AND CULTURAL OBLIGATION
So here you are freshmen!
And big! and small.
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One hundred and fifty—two strong! •— and weak.

"Who are you? What are you? What are you doing here?" These are all ques
tions to be answered, problems to be solved. This is what college is all about.
This is not a factory
into men, nor students into
lieves that these questions
this belief is based on the
participate in that quest.

which uses an empirical formula to turn young boys
scholars. Rather, it is a community which firmly be
are worthwhile, and their answers, worth effort. And
principle that each individual here has the desire to

To a very real extent, the principle of participation can be applied to the
five areas »f college lifes cultural, intellectual, physical, social and spiritual.
Quite a bit of discussion centers around the relative importance of each of these
five spheres. When the hot air rises (more «ften than not), they are equally res
ponsible for a complete education.
Participation in the intellectual activities is regulated by the Dean. Physi
cal activities are required as well. Spiritual engagement can be, no mere, no less,
than a moral obligation. The point is, your presence in these three spheres is
compulsory.
— continued on page two —
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Paradoxically, in these areas which basically require individual spirit, you
are faced with requirements of group participation. Likewise, the remaining two
areas — social and cultural — are, by their very nature, dependent on gr*up par
ticipation, yet are to no degree obligatory.
There is a reason for this. It is because these are means of exploring new
fields and/»r sharpening knowledge in a particular concentration according to per
sonal interest, requiring personal initiative, with an ultimate aim *f personal
satisfaction. It is in these areas that you make use of the intellectual answers
you are searching for, of "who?" and "what?" and "where?" and "how?" you are. It
is also a physical and mental test of whether you are "strongi — or weak. Big. —
or small."
Last year, Assumption had over a dozen "active" organizations, ranging from
the International Relations Club to Assumption Cheerleaders, from the Philosophy
Club to the Student Government Association. To our knowledge, only about one-third
•f these organizations have presented an organized and informative synopsis oP
their respective activities t* interest you. So, it is up to you t* scratch off
the barnacles. If they can't take the time, then you^ take the initiative. Then,
when you are upperclassmen, remember your responsibility.
If you want to try something — form a club, for example — see the S.G.A.
Their resources in this area are relatively untapped. Last May, a "Crew Club,
which had functioned *n its *wn f*r one year, asked for official recognition and
funds to support it this year from the Association. After some debate as to whe
ther there could be any hope of longevity in this venture, the funds were allocated
and the club recognized.
Where is it now?
It has followed the way of a "Glee Club" and the change machines in Alumni
Ifell. It followed the way of anything whose initial enthusiasm was based on super
ficial interest. It folded.
Call it what you will — inactivity, complacency, apathy — it grows here
like weeds. As freshmen, you are like a scalar quantity whose only property is
motion. Many upperclassmen would just as soon see you bounce around in circles
until you lose that energy. Then, you'll be like them.
Many don't give a damn. But don't follow their example. Don't think it's
casual to be complacent. Their apathy is undeserving of your sympathy. Don't
overlook their inactivity just because of your insecurity. Take the initiative.
Find a direction, then pursue it.
In essence, vie have saidi "Don't let your studies get in the way of your
education." Realize the value of the social and cultural areas »f education. If
you feel the activities in these areas are not substantial, then do something
about it.
And, when you realize what an integral part of education these areas are,
then you won't be afraid to let an assignment slide to hear a speaker at the Maiscn,
•r write an essay for the Phoenix, or start a new club.
Activity with interest, energy with an aim. These are the keys that open
doors. The first is that door on your room, the rest are truly yours thereafter.
— Kevin Earls
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The Importance of Being a Freshman
As a college freshman, you are probably one of the most forgotten figures
in American education. The moment you slid by that old 'closing college door',
parents and educators breathed a deep sigh of relief. Everyone merrily assumed
that you would manage to remain in school for four memorable years, pursuing the
truth and avoiding the draft. Illusions, however, are made to be smashed. Almost
k0% of all college students leave or transfer before the end of sophomore year.
Of course, the reasons for leaving vary. All too often, thought the problems
revolve around certain attitudes that would block any successful and satisfying
first year.
College, for example, especially a small college, does not have to be a
cold impersonal place. In fact, there is a campus full of students, instructors,
nnd administrators uniting to help you, if you help yourself* College is what
you make it.
All right, you say, so how do I go about "making it" ?
Precisely because college is such a personal affair, there can be no single
key to success. Yet there dtoos exist some concrete ideas to "Which a sensible
undergraduate could cling,
. _.
First, college should and does demand a tremendous capacity for work, omce
you will soon be one of the few members of our leisure-bound society pushing a
7 day work week, you should appreciate the importance of giving over your to a
energies, not performing half-heartedly and with a divided mind. The reward,
whether material or esthetic, always comes from giving your utmost. *md the
ability to meet the demands of the freshman year can be a strangely stablining
Xorc6
Secondly, you have to learn to resist the pervasive pressures of mediocrity,
conformity and indifference. There will always be someone who can logically
prove that what's being attempted is unattainable. Nowhere is this more Harlan
on a small campus, where a little dose of pessimism can leave a gory trail of ^
social fiascoes, defunct student organizations, and abortive personal initiative.
The student apathy will continue to grow, unless you convince yourself that even
a freshman can change the world, or a small part of that world.
Thon there is a little matter of mental balance. There will be days full
of ho—hum assignments and times when the expectations will seem maddeningly
unrealistic. For the sake of sanity during these ultra low—fi moments, don't
forget your sense of humor — assuming that you lave one to begin with. No problem
is so serious that it warrants the suffocation of an urge to laugh at it.
Finally, don't let anyone kid you. Without your unfailing appearance on
campus year after year, there would be no campus at all. If you consider your so
the college's fundamental infusion of intellectual, social and financial strength,
perhaps you will use that strength accordingly — without ever underestimating the
importance of being a freshman.
_ R±ck R_cavage

